INSTRUCTIONS
We suggest you take this to your local print and copy shop to get it enlarged as this will make it easier for the party guests to pin. (You don't need to print this page though)

Enlarge to fit on size A3 (Eur/UK/Aus) or Tabloid (US) or bigger if you prefer.
We recommend printing on a heavy weight card stock so the love heart is a little more sturdy when the party guests are pinning.
Trim the poster along the dotted line and cut out the love heart.
Attach blu-tack to the back of the heart.
Hang the rainbow poster on a wall that is roughly eye level to your little party guests.
Have the kids line up in single file and blindfold the first child.
Give them the love heart and spin them around gently a few times.
Point the blindfolded child towards the poster and ask her to place the heart in the middle of the rainbow.
Write her name where she placed the heart.
Once every party guest has had a turn, the child with the heart closest to the correct position wins.
pin your love heart here!

Trim the page along the dotted line. Cut out the heart for your guests to pin with.